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new works on paper
“Who will save me from existence? It isn’t death I want or life: it’s the other 
thing that shines at the bottom of all longing like a possible diamond in a cave 
one cannot reach.” Fernando Pessoa1

New works on paper returns to the metaphor of a drawing or idea held in 
delicate suspension within my pencil forms, reuniting the pencil with the page, 
heightening the expectation for the moment when the mark is made.
Themes of uncertainty, transience, flux and transmutation direct my choice 
of reference points. A fascination with form that captures the flux of organic 
processes, suggesting slow metamorphosis and growth, a precondition of our 
experience of the physical world. I conjure landscapes, which engage a shift 
in states, where one material becomes another version of itself and form is 
gradually accrued or diminished over time. Minerals slowly calcifying through 
seepage into the stone pinnacles of underground caverns. An iceberg, in an 
amorphous state of isolation after being part of something larger, melting and 
returning to the ocean, rejoining other parts of itself.
My exploration of and commitment to the pencil is driven by the essential 
qualities of the material - colour, geometry & metaphor. The choice of white 
pencils engages disappearance and invisibility and again forestalls the 
moment of realization of the mark on the page. Within a tight vocabulary I 
slowly evolve my themes, continually reinvestigating the same ground.  My 
ideas move slowly, taking root and branching out over time.
The installation of new works on paper references the exploration of ‘states 
of transition’2  by Felix Gonzales Torres, specifically evoking the 1991 paper 
stack work Untitled (Passport).

“Untitled (Passport) leaves the question of identity open-ended. These 
blank pages, available for the taking, announce journeys not yet made and 
borders not yet crossed- travels between not only geographical locations 
but also interior ontological spaces, territories of negotiation between the 
psychological, the sexual and the social.”3  
This reference point reinforces my thinking of the traversal of landscape as a 
means of making sense of our own minds and bodies and posing abstracted 
landscapes as bodies in relationship to one another. Gonzales Torres’ paper 
stack works exist as endless copies, connecting to my own fascination 
with the spirit of repetition that is so essential to the human condition. This 
repetition is contained within my works through the endless placement of one 
pencil against another and then doubled by the employment of the paper 
stacks as plinth- thousands of sheets of blank paper anticipating the gesture 
of the mark. This realization of pencil form atop paper plinth provides an 
endpoint in my search for a way to engage the plinth as a dynamic element 
of the sculptural work, one that speaks to the sculptural object rather than 
merely locating it in space.
As uncertainty becomes the dominant paradigm of contemporary life and 
our culture of communication shifts and transmutes, our time demands new 
gestures and proclamations of beauty. This exhibition ushers in ‘the belief in 
possibility’, my new limited edition project, which utilises the relic of postal 
communication, grounded in the hand written word, slowing down the 
pace and allowing pause to think as the world is swept with unprecedented 
transformation. ‘The belief in possibility’ both subverts and exalts the fetishism 
of art collecting, directing the alchemy of art making toward familiar ground. 
Shifting the status of the art object from the epic to the intimate and allowing 

intimate gestures space to assume their poetic breadth- ‘new works on 
paper’ arriving throughout the year in the mailbox.
Polly Jean Harvey’s tender ballad The Letter contains something of the 
motivations behind my initiating this project. “Who is left that writes these 
days?”4 Correspondence is posed as a precious, endangered form of 
exchange that potentially quenches one’s longing. This desire for connection 
and a will to both subvert and quell expectation motivates a playful shift in 
strategy for producing work. People often receive nothing but bills in the mail 
elevating the experiential quality surrounding the arrival of surprise packages. 
Throughout 2009 the abstracted link between symbolism and meaning 
gradually takes shape, akin to the slow growth of stalactites and stalagmites, 
incrementally reaching closer to one another. 
Collage and drawing, text and image, low-tech printed editions, wearables 
and one-off pieces constitute the fragments of ‘the belief in possibility.’ 
Each edition offers a unique collection of works including a small pencil 
sculpture relating to the works in this exhibition and scaled to be displayed 
on a paper plinth of a domestic scale. The mail art, an extended series of 
ciphers insinuates the mark, finally realised, on the blank page. ‘The belief in 
possibility’ endorsed by the collector initiates the creation of stand-ins for the 
possible diamond of our longing, which will perhaps remain just out of reach.
Lionel Bawden 2008
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“Put the pen
to the paper
press the envelope
with my scent
can’t you see
in my handwriting
the curve of my g
the longing”

Polly Jean Harvey The Letter 


